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Comply at Work
UPCOMING TRAINING DATES 2021
**EMERGENCY FIRST AID AT WORK (FULL DAY) £85.00 + VAT PP
FRIDAY 30TH APRIL 2021 (LIMITED AVAILABILITY)
FRIDAY 28TH MAY 2021 (PLACES AVAILABLE)
Includes - Manual and e-Certification. Please note: Physical ID cards are not being
issued at present due to COVID19
** Please note we are currently adding extra dates according to client demand,
COVID19 lockdown period, and the reduction in the number of delegates we can
accommodate due to social distancing. Please contact us for our additional dates
and in case we have had any cancellations where we can fit you in.
FIRE WARDEN (0900 – 1230) £75.00 + VAT PP
TUESDAY 6TH APRIL 2021
TUESDAY 8TH JUNE 2021
PICK & MIX (Asbestos Awareness, Manual Handling, Work at Height, COSHH
[Hazardous substances] as requested) (Each session is approx. 1.5hrs). Start times
vary but usually 9am for the first session.
PRICES START AT £60.00 PP + VAT PER COURSE**
TUESDAY 20TH APRIL 2021
**Please contact us for a quote as we offer discounts to our retained clients for
larger groups/multiple sessions on
our Pick & Mix courses.
GENERAL HEALTH & SAFETY AWARENESS (HALF-DAY) – £95.00 + VAT PP
THURSDAY 13TH MAY 2021
Our General Health & Safety Awareness course will provide you with fundamental
health and safety knowledge. The syllabus includes the following important topics:
Legislation - Fire safety –
Hazardous substances - Manual Handling - Occupational Health – Risk Assessment
- Welfare - Work at Height –
Work Equipment
RISK ASSESSMENT/METHOD STATEMENTS/SAFE SYSTEMS OF WORK - (HALF-DAY)
- £95.00 + VAT PP
TUESDAY 27TH APRIL 2021
What risk assessment is; Legal requirements - Where the need for risk assessment
comes from;
The principles behind carrying out a risk assessment; What a method statement is
and what a safe system of work is.
All our courses provide Certificates of Attendance and associated training materials.
Remember - if any of these dates do not suit you, please contact:
Shelagh O’Sullivan, our Training Coordinator for alternative dates for your company,
either at our training facilities or at your premises.
Tel: 01204 772977 email: shelagh@complyatwork.co.uk
NB COVID19 secure precautions are in place – details available on request and/or will
be sent out with your booking confirmation.
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Monitoring and Supervision.
Worker impaled by fork lift truck
The HSE has prosecuted a manufacturing company after two employees
were seriously injured when working unsafely with a fork lift truck. What
does the case tell us about effective monitoring and supervision?
Getting the bins in
The accident occurred on 29 July 2019 at the premises of
a carpet sample book manufacturer, Profile Patterns Ltd,
based in Wigan (P). Three workers were involved in the
emptying of waste from large plastic bins into a skip on
site. To do so, they had created a method of work using
a fork lift truck to take the strain. The forks of the truck
were pushed under the bin and it was raised to a height
that meant it could be tipped forward and emptied. This
was done manually by a worker positioned on either
side of the truck.

Tip. Consider whether there are methods of work which
have become normalised but which are clearly unsafe.
It might be that these have been looked into in the past
and found to be too difficult or expensive to deal with.
Find a better way to achieve these tasks.
Tip. You may find that staff themselves have some
useful ideas on how to work more safely, but have held
back from suggesting solutions because the status quo
has been accepted for so long. Consult with staff who
are hands-on to identify alternative ways of working.

Follow up

Not as planned
The method of work had been adopted some time
previously but on this occasion it went wrong. A bin
became trapped between the side of the skip and
the forks so that it was in a precarious position. The
employees on either side stayed where they were to
steady it, whilst the driver of the fork lift truck climbed
on top of the skip to free it. Another employee was then
asked to reverse the truck to aid the release of the bin.
After reversing, the fork lift truck moved forward,
striking the skip and causing the employee standing on
top of it to fall. At the same time, one of the workers
standing to the side had her arm impaled by a fork of
the machine. Both workers suffered serious fractures.
P pleaded guilty to breaches of s.2(1) and 3(1) Health
and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974. It was fined £20,000
plus costs of £4,435.

Tackling the problem
When managing health and safety it’s common for
businesses to focus on the relatively easy things like
issuing personal protective clothing or sending staff on
training courses, whilst turning a blind eye to unsafe
work activities which are more difficult to resolve.

Another common reason that dangerous practices
become established is if supervisors are not actively
involved in monitoring and enforcing the rules.
Tip. Ensure that supervisory staff have a very good
understanding of safe methods of work. This will often
involve sending them on training courses alongside
their staff.
Tip. Carry out a programme of monitoring to ensure that
your policies and procedures are being implemented.
Introducing a performance monitoring policy will help to
establish what will be done and when.
If you would like a free policy template to utilise, please
get in touch at team@complyatwork.co.uk
To summarise: The method of operating the fork lift
truck was dangerous, which would have been evident
to anyone observing it. Once staff have been trained
in more hazardous activities, don’t just leave them to
it. Establish a programme of monitoring to ensure that
policies and procedures are applied in practice.

Source : Indicator
e-mail: team@complyatwork.co.uk www.complyatwork.co.uk
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Health and safety spot
checks and inspections
during coronavirus (COVID-19)
The Health and Safety Executive is carrying out spot checks and inspections
on all types of businesses in all areas to ensure they are COVID-secure.
Inspectors are making calls so we can give expert advice on how to manage
the risks and protect workers, customers and visitors. The HSE are also
working closely with local authorities, assisting them in the sectors they
regulate such as hospitality and retail.
By calling and visiting premises and speaking directly to employers, Inspectors
can check the measures they’ve put in place are in line with government
guidance.
Inspectors will make COVID-secure checks as part of their normal role in visiting
workplaces during the pandemic. To ensure they reach as many workplaces
as possible nationally and support the core work of HSE inspectors, the HSE
are working with trained and approved partners to deliver the spot check calls
and visits.
Officers that visit premises will be carrying identification from their business
and a letter of authorisation from HSE. If you wish to verify an officer that
calls or visits your organisation, please call 0300 790 6896.
If you receive a call or visit, you should participate in the spot check as failure
to do so could lead to enforcement action.
As well as participating in the phone calls and visits, there are sensible and
proportionate steps you should take to help keep your workplace COVIDsecure, including:
•

carrying out a COVID-19 risk assessment

•

maintaining social distancing

•

keeping your workplace clean, with handwashing and hygiene
procedures

If you require any assistance with your workplace Covid secure risk
assessment, we are here to help. Just call on 01204 772977 or email at team@
complyatwork.co.uk

Source: HSE
e-mail: team@complyatwork.co.uk www.complyatwork.co.uk
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Fire procedures during
the pandemic
The pandemic has had an impact on fire procedures in larger buildings. For
example, the use and staffing of premises has changed, and running a practice
fire drill carries a health risk. How should you respond?

Expert view

Escape

The Fire Industry Association (FIA) has published
a free guide aimed at those with fully or partially
occupied premises (if you would like a copy, please
email team@complyatwork.co.uk and we will send
it on). The guidance document helps to ensure that
your fire procedures remain effective whilst the risk of
coronavirus is controlled. The guide begins by explaining
that whilst fire safety legislation has not been amended,
there are alternative ways of complying.

Where one-way systems have been created, there could
be knock-on effects, e.g. routes which lead occupants
away from the nearest escape route, or obstruct access
to nearby extinguishers.

Tip. As a first step, review your existing fire risk
assessment and written fire procedures to identify
which parts are no longer valid. Consider how the
use of your buildings has changed, whether you still
have trained staff available to take fire marshal roles
and whether you have made layout changes such as
one-way systems, which impact on the availability or
visibility of escape routes.

Tip. If a building is in partial occupation, review whether
the numbers and the training of fire marshals remains
suitable. You’re likely to need, as a minimum, a briefing
for these staff to ensure that they understand the fire
procedures.

Some new considerations are that assembly points
may not be large enough to allow social distancing. You
may be storing large quantities of alcohol based handsanitiser. There could be a reduced frequency for waste
collections, and you may no longer have a physical
register of visitors to take out to the assembly point.

What can be done?
The guide moves on to suggest practical solutions. As
the FIA points out, you’ll want to minimise the amount
of time the assessor is on site.
Tip. Ask your fire risk assessor to do as much of their
review as possible as a table-top exercise. All good
assessors can send a list of documents they would
like to see and queries which require an answer. They
can also clarify points on the phone with your facilities
manager. Plans of the building and a walk-through
video will reduce the time required on site.

Tip. Consider whether you need to adjust your one-way
system’s screens and barriers by adding emergency
signs, doorways or extra fire safety equipment so that
travel distances are not compromised.

Drills
You will need to have some form of practice drills but
there’s an opportunity to innovate, ensuring that you
don’t expose staff to an unnecessary risk of catching
the virus.
Tip. Consider running drills with small groups of staff,
pre-briefing them that these will take place, and with an
extended amount of time for the evacuation.
So, follow the Fire Industry Association guidance to
identify weaknesses in the current fire procedures,
e.g. caused by one-way systems, and implement
improvements which plug the gaps. Fortunately, fire
safety legislation is non-prescriptive so there is more
than one way of meeting the requirements.

Source: Indicator
e-mail: team@complyatwork.co.uk www.complyatwork.co.uk
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Getting work at
height right
Work at height is one of the riskiest activities which you can undertake, and
the bad news is that even if you contract the work out, you’ll retain some
responsibility. Use our checklist to ensure it’s planned and executed safely.

Prepare for success
Our Work at Height Checklist has been designed to help
you think through the safety precautions needed to
protect those working at height and others who could
be harmed as a result of the work. It covers not only the
physical precautions to be put in place to avoid falls but
also the associated risks such as overhead hazards, the
risk of falling objects and more. In addition to the nuts
and bolts of safe working it looks at the management
arrangements such as inspections, training and the
appointment of contractors.

Safe start
Our checklist is divided into three parts, the first of
which is “Preliminary decision making” . There are
twelve questions in this section beginning with the
most important: “Can you confirm that there are
no reasonably practicable alternatives to working
at height?” This is essential as the Work at Height
Regulations 2005 require that work at height is avoided
unless it’s strictly necessary.
Other questions consider: (1) the competency of workers
and those planning the work; (2) the risks of falling
objects; and (3) other hazards such as the weather
conditions, overhead lines and flues which may discharge
noxious gases.
Tip. Check that health and safety documents are written
down and job-specific. This should include as a minimum
a risk assessment and either a method statement or
safe system of work.

Fall protection
Part two of the form begins by considering whether
fall prevention has been properly prioritised. The
suggested measures to prevent falls include: (1) fixed
handrails; (2) access ladders; (3)  materials guards; (4) work
platforms; and (5) restraint harness and line systems.

You are invited to tick those which apply to the job.
Later we ask about alternative methods such as safety
nets or fall protection harnesses, used only where falls
cannot be entirely prevented. We’ve also covered the
safety inspection arrangements for access and safety
equipment, training in inspection techniques, and the
correct time to use ladders.
Tip. Work at height should only take place from a ladder
where the risk assessment deems it to be low risk light
work of short duration.
Tip. Powered access equipment can be a great
alternative to scaffolding or ladders, however there
are still risks to consider. Use our checklist to ensure
that you’ve thought through the variables such as
the equipment’s limitations and rated capacity, the
certification of operators, the suitability of ground and
weather conditions, and protection from traffic.

In practice
The last part of our work at height checklist can be used
once work has started. Here we’ve prompted you to
check that the work is appropriately supervised, that
there’s a safe method for dismantling the equipment
and that non-scaffolders know that they must not
modify scaffolding.
Our document will help you undertake a comprehensive
review of precautions both before and during any
work at height. Use it to consider all aspects of the job,
beginning with a review to see if work at height can be
avoided and moving on to specifics such as the rated
capacity of equipment and inspection and supervision
arrangements.
Just email us at team@complyatwork.co.uk and we will
send this over to you.

e-mail: team@complyatwork.co.uk www.complyatwork.co.uk

Source: Indicator
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Q&A / How we have
helped – March 2021
Real examples of how we have assisted some of our retained clients with queries.

TOPIC - Fire Evacuation Drills

TOPIC - Legionella

QUESTION

QUESTION

As my organisation’s H&S advisor, I have recommended
recording in our Fire logbook unplanned evacuations,
be they genuine incidents or a false alarm or accidental
activation. This has been challenged to some degree
during a period when 'false' alarms were sounding due to
a fault on the system and/or possibly the wrong alarm
sensor being in an area.

Do we need to actually check water temperatures at
outlets taps, toilet flushes etc?

Under the Fire Regulatory Reform Order - is there a
mandatory requirement to record only the planned drills
and/or genuine fire incidents?

The rationale for questioning this is, that ours are older,
sealed electronic 'on demand' water boilers with no
accessible means of checking the temperature at source,
therefore they do not know if the water ever reaches
60degC in the storage tank.

ANSWER

i.e. if the practice of weekly flushing of all relevant
systems - hot and cold – is maintained, it should not
matter what temperature it is at the point of use from
a Legionella risk perspective.

We are not aware of any prescribed (legal) requirement
to record such unplanned events.

ANSWER

However,
is good practice to record unplanned
evacuations together with a review of the cause and
what action will be taken to prevent recurrence.
In the unlikely event the log book was inspected by
enforcement authorities it would also evidence proactive fire safety management.
FURTHER INFORMATION
The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2005/1541/
contents/made
https://www.gov.uk/workplace-fire-safety-yourresponsibilities/fire-safety-equipment-drills-andtraining

As a minimum all water systems require a risk
assessment but it states in L8 (Legionella ACOP) that
a low risk system includes 'where hot water is fed from
instantaneous heaters or low volume water heaters
(supplying outlets at 50degC a simple risk assessment
may show that the risks are low and there is no need
to take further action - but this should be kept under
review.' It is recommended to seek an opinion from
a water safety specialist e.g. registered with the
Legionella Control Association Legionella Control - Code
of Conduct for Service Providers. You would only have
to do this once to ensure the controls are adequate
and the organisation would then be assured they are
compliant.
FURTHER INFORMATION
Legionnaires' disease: The control of legionella bacteria
in water systems. Approved Code of Practice and
guidance on regulations L8 (hse.gov.uk)
Contact Comply at Work Ltd for assistance with your
Legionella Risk Assessments or related queries.
team@complyatwork.co.uk

e-mail: team@complyatwork.co.uk www.complyatwork.co.uk
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Q&A continued

TOPIC - Legionella

ANSWER

QUESTION

Regarding working time and driving time, we have
consulted with IOSH, our professional body on this
matter to ensure we get the correct and most up-todate information for you.

Can you advise on Legionella risks associated
with use of high pressure jet washers used in the
workplace (i.e. domestic' Karcher’ type)?
ANSWER
Domestic pressure washers aren't specifically
covered but if using these in the workplace the
following principles can be applied when assessing
risk:
The main hazard is whether there is legionella in the
water supply being used as if there is, then it could
be dispersed by spray/droplets and there would be a
high likelihood of a user being exposed.
Other than that there could be a risk from infrequently
used washers where there is water left standing in
pipes/tubes or tanks.
FURTHER INFORMATION
General guidance on pressure washer-type risks is
contained in HSG274 - Legionnaires’ disease Part
3: The control of legionella bacteria in other risk
systems HSG274 (hse.gov.uk)
h t t p s : // w w w . h s e . g o v . u k /p u b n s /p r i c e d /
hsg274part3.pdf

TOPIC - Business Driving
QUESTION
We don’t have van or HGV drivers but our sales
managers and service engineers drive to customers
sites.
What is the law in relation to working time and
driving times etc, with Covid limiting overnight stays,
at times we have all driven to customers and back
same day.
I for one have driven to London, met a customer, and
driven home. Total time around 9-10 hours, total
driving around 4-4.5 hours each way, so 8-9 hours
It’s been ok in lockdown with limited traffic but it
can always pose issues if an employee wants to get
home for a specific reason, should we have specific
hours as clear rules?

P14
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Firstly, the answer depends on the type of vehicle
being driven, i.e. goods vehicles, passenger carrying
vehicles etc. In this case, if the company’s sales
managers and service engineers are driving cars, as
opposed to vans or lorries, then there are no specific
limits as the relevant legislation, which would be
either the EU or the GB Drivers Hours rules will not
be applicable in these circumstances.
However, an employer would still need to consider
the risks from fatigue from working and travelling
as part of their more general legal duties to ensure
the health and safety of employees and persons
other than employees, under Sections 2 and 3 of the
Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 respectively.
Additionally, the following information taken from
the HSE leaflet ‘Driving at work’ may be useful:
“As an employer or self-employed person, you are
responsible for assessing the risks to health and
safety in your business. Risk assessment for any
work-related driving activity should follow the same
principles as for any other work activity. You can
delegate the task, but you will need to make sure it is
carried out by someone who:
• is competent to do so (has the right skills,
knowledge and experience);
• involves your workers in the process;
• understands when specialist help may be needed.
Risk assessment is about identifying and taking
sensible measures to control the risks in your
workplace, not about creating huge amounts of
paperwork. You may already be taking steps to
protect your employees, but your risk assessment
will help you decide whether you should be doing
more. The aim is to make the risk of someone being
injured or killed as low as possible.”

Q&A continued
The ‘safe journey’ section of the work-related road
safety checklist also states:
“Do you allow enough time to complete journeys safely?
• Do journey times take account of road types and
conditions, and allow for rest breaks? The Highway Code
recommends that drivers should take a 15-minute break
every two hours.
• Would you expect an occasional driver to drive and
work for longer than a professional driver? Professional
HGV drivers must comply with the rules for drivers’
hours.
• Does company policy put drivers under pressure
and encourage them to take unnecessary risks, e.g. to
exceed safe speeds because of agreed arrival times?
• Do you allow drivers enough time to safely deliver
loads?
• How do you ensure drivers are not being asked to work
an exceptionally long day? Remember that sometimes
they will be starting a journey from home.

Drivers are almost always aware when they are
feeling sleepy, and so make a conscious decision about
whether to continue driving or to stop for a rest. Work
commitments or the desire to get home as early as
possible can tempt drivers, or make them feel pressured,
to continue driving when they really should stop.
Where employees have to travel a long distance to a
work location at the beginning of the day or the journey
is likely to take more than two hours, consider asking
staff to travel the night before and stay overnight.
Similarly, at the end of a work period at a remote location,
make provision for employees to stay overnight so that
they do not have to drive a long-distance home when
tired.”
We also have a generic model Policy you could adapt and
a useful vehicle checklist.
FURTHER INFORMATION
Reference: INDG 382, Driving at work – Managing workrelated road safety
http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg382.htm

• Have you considered advising drivers who work
long or irregular hours of the dangers of driving home
from work when they are excessively tired? Could they
consider an alternative, such as an overnight stay?”

https://www.rospa.com/rospaweb/docs/adviceservices/road-safety/drivers/work-safe-journey.pdf

The following information taken from the driving for
work guide relating to safety journey planning produced
by the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents
(ROSPA) may also be useful:

https://www.gov.uk/drivers-hours

https://www.rospa.com/Road-Safety/Resources/Free

“Drivers who become drowsy or fall asleep at the wheel
cause thousands of crashes each year. This is one of
the most common causes of serious road crashes and
casualties, and is often more likely to result in death
or serious injury as they tend to happen on high speed
roads and a sleeping driver cannot brake or swerve to
avoid or reduce the impact.
Tiredness reduces a driver’s ability to recognise hazards,
slows their reaction times and impairs their judgement.
This combination of factors can be lethal, as a driver
will only spot a hazard at the last minute (if at all) and
may not have time to brake before the collision. It also
reduces their vigilance, alertness and concentration and
their speed and quality of decision-making may also be
affected.
e-mail: team@complyatwork.co.uk www.complyatwork.co.uk
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In the spotlight
We welcome our new Clients this month:

Contratulations

Simida Homes Radcliffe, Manchester

Congratulations to AJ Developments of
Horwich who have recently attained CHAS
status with our assistance.

Motion Elevators Ltd, Pemberton, Wigan
Horwich Aerials, Horwich
BASE Academy Trust, Bolton.

We have been proud to have received some new testimonials regarding some of our
Training courses:
‘The Emergency First aid course was excellent and met all the delegates’ needs. The trainer
was very knowledgeable and clear in her delivery. All our staff enjoyed and benefitted from the
training.’
Lisa Whittaker, Executive Headteacher BASE Academy Trust

Comply at Work provided a professional service from the start, arranging the courses were easy
and well delivered. Staff were very responsive to any queries. Will definitely use Comply at Work
again for future courses without hesitation.
Jayne Deveney - S J Lifts - 23 Mar 2021

And a recent Fire Risk Assessment:
‘I had contacted Sue at Comply at Work a couple of weeks ago requesting a Fire Risk Assessment
to be carried out on our premises. Sue had provided me an extremely competitive quotation and
coming from the industry myself Sue came highly recommended.
Sue acted quickly and organised her colleague Steve to get in contact with me directly to confirm
a date & time for the fire risk assessment to be done. I had emailed Comply at Work our previous
fire risk assessment prior to our meeting so that Steve had a thorough understanding of our
business needs before our meeting took place.
Steve were knowledgeable and professional. Sue spoke very highly of his work and he carried out a
thorough inspection of our premises and documentation.
Once the inspection took place, Steve went through his findings in detail and highlighted what we
needed to implement. Thankfully, they were only a couple of small changes.
Within 48 hours I received the Fire Risk Assessment report that Steve had completed for our
internal records and they have now been filed. I will be returning to Comply at Work next year for
another annual inspection or for any other Health & Safety requirements I may have in the future.’
Steve Fitton & Gemma Cole,
MD SDF Electronics Ltd, Haslingden

Wells Electrical Contractors have been using the services of Comply at Work for several years.
I made an emergency call to Sue and her team to help us put several policies together & revamp
existing as part of our scoring matrix for a prestigious project.
Sue and her team produced everything required at the drop of a hat and helped us secure the
project.
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FREE COURSE – Covid - 19
We are delighted to announce the launch of a new course, developed
alongside the World Health Organization (WHO), to support businesses,
workers and safety and health professionals in managing Covid-related
risks.
The course is free for all and is available on the OpenWHO online learning
platform.
It is the latest development in a collaboration between IOSH and the
WHO, with a plan of work being agreed between the organisations last
year, with the aim of “protecting lives and livelihoods” around the globe.
The new course has five modules, two of which were developed by IOSH:
Safer Teleworking and Reopening your workplace safely, with IOSH peer
reviewing the remaining modules.
This is a wonderful opportunity to promote this useful, free resource as
widely as possible and we would appreciate anything you can do to share
with your networks – either by a communication to your members, a
mention at a member event or through your social media accounts.
The course contains interactive content and is available here.
Source: IOSH

Finally, we would like to wish
all our Clients, Suppliers and
Colleagues a Happy Easter!

e-mail: team@complyatwork.co.uk www.complyatwork.co.uk
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solution to all
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No job too small.
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no obligation quote
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